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Titan MC Hand Polishing Stones
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The Titan M.C. Series Hand Stones are used in Polishing, Burring and Finishing Stones. They  can be easily recognized by their blackish-green color. The
chief element in these stones is Boron Carbide, an extremely hard material next to Diamond in the Mohr Scale. In the M.C. Series, Boron Carbide has been
combined with a tough bond that allows the individual crystals to float freely, giving their maximum cutting action. The individual boron crystals have been spe-
cially honed to give an extra sharp cutting edge.

The M.C. Stones have exceptional qualities as compared to regular polishing stones made out of silicon carbide, aluminum oxide and molded boron carbide
“Hand Hones or Handlappers” as they are sometimes called. Even compared to artificial ruby stones which are sintered, aluminum oxide and not bonded, the
M.C. Stones prove their superiority. When compared tonatural stones such as “Hard Arkansas” their exceptional qualities are easily proven.

ADVANTAGES OF M.C. STONES:

1.  They are extremely hard and will cut any material from aluminum to carbide,to ceramics, all steels, brass, bronze, aluminum, beryllium and just about
any material with the exception of diamond.

2. They are break-proof, they can be dropped on a cement floor and will not break. Only with extreme pressure can they be broken.

3. They will not clog in use, and can be used wet or dry on any material. If slight filling of pores appears to be evident, rubbing across the cutting surface
with your thumb will clean them instantly. 

4. They retain their shape when in use as wear is minimal, yet they can be dressed to any shape quickly and easily on any coarse grit grinding wheel.

5. They are manufactured in a complete range of 9 Grits, from 130 to 2000. All stones are painted on the front with an appropriate color coding for each
grit for easy identification.

6. Comparatively low price per piece for their broad range of uses. 

M.C. Stones Grit 130 180 220 360 500 750 1000 1500 2000

Shape Color Code
Dimmensions

Grey Yellow Blue Red Green White
Yellow

White
Blue

White
Red

White
Green

4” X 0.400” X 0.400”
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9

4” X 0.400” X 0.200”
#10 #11 #12 #13 #14 #15 #16 #17 #18

4” X 0.400” X 0.400” X 0.400”
#19 #20 #21 #22 #23 #24 #25 #26 #27

4” X 0.400” Diameter
#28 #29 #30 #31 #32 #33 #34 #35 #36

4” X 0.400” Diameter
#37 #38 #39 #40 #41 #42 #43 #44 #45

1. Dressing carbide cutting tools after grinding to remove the minute  burrs left by a “green silicone carbide wheel”. They are much cheaper than      
Diamond Hones for this  purpose and will retain their shape longer as the bond is harder.

2. Polishing on plastic and die cast molds as they do not load.
3. Finishing on hardened steel stamping dies or even carbide dies as the material does not matter. 
4. Cutting it to special shapes for unusual operations, a Diamond Slitting Saw will do this easily and quickly.                                  

USES FOR M.C. STONES:

RECOMMENDATIONS:

CARBIDE CUTTING TOOLS: Honing cutting edges use 130 Gray or 180 Yellow to start, finish with 500 Green.
STEEL DIES: Breaking sharp grinding edges 360 Red.
CARBIDE DIES: Honing edges 220 Blue.
REMOVING ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE SCALE ON DIES OR MOLDS: 130 Gray and 180 Yellow.

Set A: 1 Ea. Yellow (180 Grit)     
Flat 4” X .400” X .200”
Square 4” X .400” X .400”
Triangular 4” X .400” X .400” X .400”
Halfround 4” X .400” Diameter
Round 4” X .400” Diameter

Set B: 1 Ea. Same Sizes as Set A but in Red (360 Grit)    

Set C: 1 Ea. Same Sizes as Set A but in White/Yellow (750 Grit)    

Set D: 1 Ea. Flat 4” X .400” X .200” from Grit 130 to 2000     

Set E: 1 Ea. Square 4” X .400” X .400” from 130 Grit to 2000    


